
Vincent Caranchini – Abstract: Architec tural  Residue(s)   
 

This Baker Fund Proposal is for the materials, work space, tools and labor costs 

related to the construction and assemblage of the art installation: Architectural Residue(s) 2: 

Romanesque, which is the third in a series of works, Architectural Residue(s).  The installation, 

which will be used for national and international exhibition opportunities, will comprise of a 

collection of 3-dimensional structures (wooden frames) that will hang on the wall and elevate 

drawings, paintings and collages at different heights. The raised surfaces (drawings and 

paintings) will use cut-out patterns as negative space permitting light and shadow to activate 

recessed surfaces and walls. The overall structures will range from 10 x 48 inches to 6 x 10 

feet, and create a sense of architectural space through their installation. The artifice of the 

installed architecture will evoke a poetic sense of the original Romanesque sites of which 

they are the residues. 

The research informing this series began in the Fall of 2012 during my Faculty 

Fellowship Leave in Vallauris France.  There, as an artist in residence, I documented 

significant Romanesque Architectural sites, and created and exhibited the first of this series 

in a solo exhibition, Architectural Residue(s) at the Aqui Saim Ben Gallery.   

Like the first and the second (Architectural Residue(s) 1: Romanesque, currently on display at the 

Kennedy Museum) of the series, the third installation draws upon the patterns, forms and 

geometric relationships found in Romanesque structures and reorganizes qualities of the 

architectural typology in an abstracted form.  This abstraction poetically questions how these 

typologies affect cultural memories and/or philosophical perceptions of architecture, as 

informed by G. Bachelard, E. Casey and other theorists.  

Through the assistance of the Baker Fund, the artwork, Architectural Residue(s) 2: 

Romanesque will be completed by Fall 2015, and ready for exhibition opportunities. 


